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Patient doses from various X-ray units in Poland
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Abstract: The doses received by patients in
different X-ray departments can differ more
than two orders of magnitude (from 0.42
mGy up to 72.L1mGy), for the same X-ray
examination. The dose can be significantly
reduced if fluorescent screens made from
components of rare earth are used.

Intensity and physical characteristics of
X-rays emitted by the tube depend mainly on
kV, total filtration , time of exposure, focus
skin istance. These parameters also influence
dose received by patients. High sensitivity of
image receptors allows the dose to the patient
to be reduced.
Radiographs obtained at different
exposure parameters can be acceptable to the
radiologists or physician as they show all
necessary clinical details, but on the other hand

the dose received by patients varies

INITnooUCTION

Ionizing radiation used in medicine is
the main source of exposure for population.
For occupational and environmental exposure
there are some dose limits, there are no such
limits for medical exposure. For many years,
in a numbör of countries strenuous efforsts
have been made in order to reduce the dose
received by patients during X-raY
examinations. This is specially important
because the reduction of dose in medicine is the
one of most effective and inexpensive means of
lowering population exposure. The average
annual effective dose per patient is 2.8 mSv as
result of diagnostic X-ray examinations and I .6
mSv per year per head of population [1]. This
latter value is a few times higher in Poland
compared to other developed countries [2]. For
this reasons, it is very important to know the
causes of this high exposure and attempt at
eliminating them.
The quality of X-ray picture depends on
the following factors:
- intensity and physical characteristics of X-ray
beam,

- sensitivity of image receptor,
- geometry of X-ray beam and
- photochemical process of film developing.

significantly for patients of similar anatomic
structure. In this context optimization means
the highest quality of the X-ray picture and
minimum dose received by patient.

Mnrsoo
Diagnostic X-ray units from 14 districts
in Poland were subjected to the analysis. The
air kerma on X-ray table was measured for the

X-ray parameters used routinely during lumbosacral (L-S) spine radiography of standard adult
patient. The parameters were chosen by staff
the same way as they do it in their usual
practice.

The measurements of air kerma were
performed using thermoluminescence
dosemeters (TLD) made from lithium-fluoride
(LiF with Mg and Ti). TLD were put into
special plexiglass holder 5 x 5 cm and 2 mm
thick. In such holder there were 10 TLD. TLD
were calibrated before, in units of air kerma,
using the NOMEX (PTW Frieburg, Germany)
as the reference dosemeter. The holders with
TLD were sent to X-ray departments together
with the instruction and questionnaire on which
the type of X-ray unit and all used parameters
were recorded.
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Analyse was performed for 201 X-ray
units from diagnostic departments in 14
districts in Poland. The results were classified
according to air kerma distribution in four
quartiles and are given in Table 1.
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To discover the reasons for high doses,
the data about additional filtration and about
intensifying screens were analysed in details. It
was confirmed that for X-ray units giving the
doses from IV quartile cassettes with a
conventional screens were only used. Together,
40% of these units are working with additional
filtration being too low in comparison with
Polish regulations, or data about the filtration
are lacking. Percentage of such cases become
lower succesively in earlier quartiles (from III
to I), ffid - simultaneously - the frequency of
using of rare-earth screens increases (up to
over 70% in I quartile). New type of
fluorescent screens were registered in 52 from
20I X-ray units being in analyse (i.e. 26%).
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Table

No.4, 275-278, 1993
Sources, Effects and Risk of Ionizing
Radiation - United Nations Committee
on the Effects of Atomis Radiation,
1988. Report to the General Assembly,
with annexes. New York, 1988
Values

1.

of

entrance air kerma

distribution

Quartile No of

spine

Dose

measurements

lmGyI
range

mean

value

I

51

0,42+ 3,04

II
m

50
50
50

3,08

IV

+ 5,55

5,56+ 10,10
L0,20+72,rL

It

may be concluded from the results
presented here that entrance air kerma
to patients can differ more than two
orders of magnitude (from 0.42 mGy
up to 72.11 mGy) for the same X-ray
examination (L-S spine radiography).
Usage of old, conventional screens and
unapproriate quality of X-rays (with too
low filtration) seems to be a main
reasons for high doses in investigated
departments.
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for L-S

radiography.
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1,70+ 0,90
4,6L+ 0,76
8,21+ 1,59
18,43+ 10,48

